
New Construction Detached House Alicante
Calpe , Alicante Alicante , Costa Blanca

€1,270,000
inc. of agency fees

4 Beds 142 sqm

New Construction Detached House
Alicante for sale on Costa Blanca.

At a Glance

Reference MSH-CA41572

Bed 4

Near to Alicante

Pool Yes

Price €1,270,000

Hab.Space 142 sqm

Land Tax N/A

Property Description

New Construction Detached House Alicante for sale on Costa Blanca.

Luxurious ultra-modern style villa located in Gargasindi, Calpe surrounded by vegetation and peace typical

of the région.br>br>Located on a splendid plot of 935 m2, the volumes of the house play with each other and

slide to create different covered and semi-covered spaces for your greatest plaisir.br>br>

It is in continuous contact with the outside, generating a large terrace with swimming pool taking advantage

of its southern orientation. br>br>

Click to view MSH-CA41572
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In turn, it has a large garden where children can invent their best adventures and adults can enjoy a good

book in the shade of a arbre.br>br>

Thanks to the simple geometric shapes and the optimization of the interior planes, we have a feeling of order

and spatial amplitude. Its large windows offer a privileged view of the city and make the spaces bright and

aérés.br>br>

Spread over two floors, it proves to be the best option for any family. Starting with its spacious living-dining-

kitchen in relation to a large semi-covered space, all oriented towards the terrasse.br>br space>

It also has 4 comfortable bedrooms, 3 bathrooms and 1 toilet. The master suite has a large balcony perfect for

ending the day enjoying the infinity of the horizon.br>br>The project has been designed with the highest

qualities and standards, such as underfloor heating, air conditioning, alarm or double glazing among others,

with the aim of your comfort and bien-être.br>br>

Amazing residential area with multiple floor plans at your fingertips. Less than 10 minutes from Playa del

Arenal-Bol, one of the most beautiful beaches on the Costa Blanca, bordering many beautiful coves with

crystal clear waters. Close to supermarkets, Plaza Central shopping centre and Calpe town centre with

different shops and restaurants to enjoy delicious méditerranéenne.br>br cuisine>

Jetvillas Construcción has been making our clients' dreams come true with unique properties on the Costa

Blanca for over 20 years. br>br>

Discover our exclusive homes with Mediterranean design: Jetvillas, what makes them unique.



Summary
Property type: Detached House

Bedrooms: 4

Price €1,270,000

Key Information
Internal Area: 142 sqm

Swimming Pool? Yes

Location: Costa Blanca
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Contact us
Contact us to receive information about our SPAIN service, or to book a phone consultation to discuss your project.
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